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ABSTRACT Visual perception and modelling are essential tasks in many vision-dependent robotic tasks.
This work presents a robotic vision system to perform fruit recognition, modelling, and environment
modelling for autonomous apple harvesting. The fruit recognition applies a deep-learning model Dasnet to
perform detection and segmentation on fruits, and segmentation on branches. Fruit modelling localises the
centre and computes the grasp pose of each fruit based on Hough Transform. Environment modelling adopts
Octrees to represent the occupied space within the working environment of the robot. The robot control
computes the path and guide manipulator to pick the fruits based on the computed 3D model of the crop.
The developed method is tested in both laboratory and orchard environments. Test results show that fruit
recognition and modelling algorithm can accurately localise the fruits and compute the grasp pose in various
situations. The Dasnet achieves 0.871 on F1 score of the fruit detection. Fruit modelling achieves 0.955 and
0.923 on the accuracy of the fruit centre estimation and grasp orientation, respectively. To illustrate the
efficiency of the vision system in autonomous harvesting, a robotic harvesting experiment by using industry
robotic arm in a controlled environment is conducted. Experimental results show that the proposed visual
perception and modelling can efficiently guide the robotic arm to perform the detachment and success rate
of harvesting is improved compared to the method which does not compute the grasp pose of fruits.

INDEX TERMS Robotic harvesting, robot vision systems, robotics and automation, computer vision.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic harvesting is a promising technology of agriculture
in the future. Compared to the autonomous harvesting of
the structured crops, visual-guided autonomous harvesting in
unstructured orchards is more challenging [1]. Autonomous
harvesting Robot requires to detect the fruits, estimate the
pose of the fruits, calculate the path for robotic arms to
pick the fruits based on surrounding environments. Among
these challenges, robotic vision is the key to the success of
the harvesting [2]. Since robots cannot perform harvesting if
vision systems cannot accurately detect and localise the fruits.
Meanwhile, the presented obstacles such as branches could
also obstacle the path of robotic arms during the harvesting,
which may lead to the fail of the harvesting or even damage
the manipulator. Therefore, an efficient robotic vision sys-
tem is a crucial step towards the development of the fully-
functional harvesting robot.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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This work developed a robotic visual perception and mod-
elling algorithm for autonomous apple harvesting. The pro-
posed vision system includes a Detection And Segmentation
Network (Dasnet) [3], a fruit modelling algorithm, and an
environment modelling algorithm. The following highlights
are presented in this paper:
• Development of a multi-purpose deep convolution neu-
ral network Dasnet, which can perform detection/
instance segmentation on fruits, and semantic segmenta-
tion on branches by using a one-stage detection network
architecture.

• An efficient fruit modelling algorithm and an environ-
ment modelling algorithm are presented. Fruit mod-
elling algorithm estimates the geometry properties of the
fruits and compute the proper grasp pose for detachment.
Environmentmodelling algorithm applies octrees to rep-
resent the obstacles within the working environments
and be used in the motion planning of the robotic arm.

• An efficient control framework which guide robot to
perform autonomous harvesting is also presented in this
work.
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The developed visual perception and modelling algorithm
was tested in controlled laboratory and orchard environments,
showing a robust and efficient performance to applied in the
autonomous apple harvesting.

The rest of the paper is organised as follow. Section II
reviews the related works. Sections III and IV introduce
the design of the robotic system and the visual processing
approach, respectively. Experimental methods and results are
presented in Section V. In Section VI, conclusion and future
works are included.

II. RELATED WORKS
A: FRUIT RECOGNITION
Fruit recognition is the key issue in the vision-guided
autonomous fruit harvesting. Robotic vision systems can
apply different visual sensors [4], such as RGB imaging
sensors, RGB-D cameras, Light Detection And Ranging
(LiDAR), thermal imaging sensors, and spectral cameras.
This section focus on reviewing the approaches which are
developed for fruit recognition by using RGB imaging sen-
sors. Fruit recognition method on RGB images can be
divided into two types: traditional machine-learning based
algorithms and deep convolution neural network based algo-
rithms. Traditional machine-learning based algorithms use
feature descriptors to encode the appearance of the objects,
and then usemachine-learning algorithms [5] such as Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Clustering, and Random forest to
perform the classification. There are many feature descrip-
tors such as Colour Coherence Vector (CCV), Histogram of
Gradient (HoG), Scale Invariance Feature Transform (SIFT),
and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) which have been devel-
oped in the previous studies [6]. Traditional machine-learning
based algorithms have been widely applied in the fruit
recognition [7]. Nguyen et al. [8] applied colour features and
geometric descriptor to perform detection of apple fruit by
using an RGB-D camera. Similarly, Lin et al. [9] developed
a fruit recognition system by using feature descriptor of HSV
colour and geometry to describe the appearance of multiple
class of fruits, and an machine-learning based classifier was
applied to perform the fruit recognition. Wang and Xu [10]
describe the objects by using multiple image feature descrip-
tors, a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based classifier is
used to perform unsupervised learning and segmentation on
plants and fruits in greenhouse environments. Arad et al. [11]
applied colour and shape features to perform sweet pepper
detection and segmentation in the greenhouse with artificial
illumination.

The performance of the traditional machine-learning based
algorithms is limited due to the limited expressibility of
the feature descriptor. Deep convolution neural network
based algorithms are developed more recently and show
advance and robust performance in the core tasks of machine
vision [12]. In the object recognition task, Region Convo-
lution Neural Network (RCNN) [13] based two-stage net-
works and You Only Look Once (YOLO) [14] or Single

Shot Detection (SSD) [15] based one-stage networks are state
of the art approaches. RCNN based networks apply two-
stage network architecture, which applies a Region Proposal
Network (RPN) to search the Region of Interest (ROI) and
a classification network branch to perform the classifica-
tion, bounding box regression and even segmentation [16].
In contrast, one-stage networks apply the fully convolution
network architecture, combining the RPN and classifica-
tion branch into a single network, which largely increases
the computation efficiency compared to the two-stage net-
works. Deep convolution neural network based algorithms
have been applied in many vision based agriculture appli-
cations [17], such as yield estimation [18], branch prun-
ing [19], and autonomous harvesting [20]. Sa et al. [21]
applied faster-RCNN to perform detection of multiple class
of fruits in orchard and greenhouse environments, and high
accuracy on fruit detection was reported in their work. Sim-
ilarly, Bargoti and Underwood [22] applied faster-RCNN on
yield estimation of apples, mango and almonds, a F1-score
of 0.9 was reported in their work. Yu et al. [23] applied the
Mask-RCNN to perform instance segmentation in the vision-
guided autonomous harvesting of strawberry in greenhouse
environments. Tian et al. [24] applied an improved YOLO-
dense on real-time in the monitoring of apple growth in
different stages in orchard environments. Koirala et al. [25]
applied a light-weight YOLO inmango yield estimation, their
system was tested in both day and night (artificial light-
ing) conditions. Lin et al. [26] and Li et al. [27] adopted
Fully Convolution Network (FCN) [28] to perform semantic
segmentation on the guava fruits and cotton, respectively.
Kang and Chen [29] developed a customised YOLO-based
network for apple detection in the application of autonomous
apple harvesting.

B: FRUIT AND ENVIRONMENT MODELLING
Fruit modelling is an important issue in autonomous harvest-
ing. Yaguchi et al. [30] applied stereo-camera to obtain RGB
and depth image of the working environments. The tomatoes
were fitted by using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC),
and robotic arm grasps the tomatoes by translating forward
to the centroid of the fruits. Lehnert et al. [31], [32] applied
Kinect-Fusion algorithm [33] to combine information from
multiple frames. The fused three-dimensional point clouds
were used to detect the sweet pepper and guide the motion
of the robotic manipulator. The model and grasp pose of the
Sweet pepper was fitted by using super-ellipsoid or surface
normal. Xiong et al. [34], [35] applied three-dimensional
point clouds to compute the safety operation space of robots
to perform robotic harvesting on the strawberry. Lin et al. [26]
applied a RANSAC-based sphere fitting method [36] to esti-
mate the centre of the guava fruits. An FCN network was used
in stem localisation for determining the grasp pose of each
fruit. Arad et al. [11] developed a method to grasp the sweet
pepper by observing the fruits and stems from multiple view-
angle. Previous work mainly focuses on computing the centre
and grasp pose of the fruits while ignoring the environment
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FIGURE 1. The developed prototype of apple harvesting robot.

modelling. In the orchard environment, the presented obsta-
cles such as branches can also affect the success rate of the
robotic harvesting [4].

Three-dimensional environments modelling is an essen-
tial task in many robotic applications. Roth-Tabak and
Jain [37] discretised the three-dimensional environments
by using the equal-sized grid of cubic volume. The draw-
back of this method is that such operation requires enor-
mous memory consumption when large outdoor scenes
are presented and fine resolution is required. Another
commonly used method of modelling the occupied
space in three-dimensional environments is point clouds.
Cole and Newman [38] applied three-dimensional point
clouds in an outdoor Three-dimensional Simultaneous Local-
isation And Mapping (SLAM) system. Point clouds contain
many detail information which cannot be used in the robotic
action planning [39]. Othermodelling approaches, such as the
elevation map [40], [41] and the surface representations [42],
[43], require certain assumptions when these methods are
applied [44]. Octrees-based representation is alsowidely used
in three-dimensional environment modelling [45]. Octrees
is a hierarchical data structure for spatial subdivision in 3D
space. Each voxel within an Octrees is recursively subdivided
into eight small sub-volumes until the minimum size of the
voxel is reached. Octrees-based methods have several advan-
tages compared to the other methods in terms of memory
efficiency and adjustable in representation resolution.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION
A. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The robot (see Figure 1) is constructed by a standard
industry 6-DoF robotic arm (UR5) made by Universal
Robots, A custom-designed end-effector, an Intel Realsense
D-435 RGB-D camera, a main computer with high-
performance Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) (Nvidia GTX-
1080Ti or Jetson-X2), an Arduino-based Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) (Arduino Mega-2560). The output
of the RGB-D camera is sent to the main computer and be

FIGURE 2. The four stages of the autonomous harvesting cycle.

used continuously to detect and localise the fruits within the
working environments. Arduino-based PLC is connected to
the main computer to receive the control instructions and con-
trols the end-effector to grasp or release the fruits. TheKinetic
version of the Robot Operating System (ROS) [46] on Ubuntu
16.04 LTS operating system is employed for controlling the
robot operation.

B. SOFTWARE DESIGN
1) SUBSYSTEM BLOCK
This section outlines the system design for autonomous apple
harvesting robot. The robotic system can be broken down
into vision processing block, manipulator block, and grasping
block. Vision processing block receives colour and depth
images continuously from the RGB-D camera through the
RealSense-ros communication package. A deep neural net-
work Dasnet and a 3D pose estimation algorithm are adopted
to localises and computes the pose of each fruit based on the
received image data. Manipulator block controls the UR5 to
move to the given pose. The ROS MoveIt! Library [47] with
TRAC-IK inverse kinematic solver [48] is used in motion
planning for an improved solution. Trajectory execution of
robotic arm is performed by using Universal Robots ROS
controller package. Grasping block controls the end-effector
to grasp and release based on the given order. The connec-
tion between Arduino-based PLC and the main computer is
performed by using the python port library. The call of each
subsystem block follows the designed operation procedures,
which is introduced in the following section.

2) OPERATION PROCEDURES
The overall operation procedure of robotic harvesting is
shown in Figure 2, which includes four steps below.

1) Vision Perception: this function detects apples from
the working environments. The 6-DoF pose of each
apple and environmental model are computed and sent
to the central control for motion planning.

2) Motion Planning: this function computes the path
which guides the robotic arm tomove to the observation
pose of each apple.
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FIGURE 3. Dasnet includes a instance segmentation branch and a semantic segmentation branch for detection and segmentation
on apples and branches.

3) Fruit Verification: this function verifies whether the
chosen apple is within the grasp range or not. If no,
the robotic arm will move to the new observation pose
based on the newly received fruit pose from the verifi-
cation step.

4) Fruit Detachment: End-effector detaches the apple
from the plant.

This work focus on visual perception and modelling (used
in steps 1 and 3), which includes the fruit recognition
(Section IV-A), fruit pose computation (Section IV-B), and
obstacles modelling (Section IV-C). The transformation of
detected fruits and obstacles from the camera frame to the
robot frame is introduced in Section IV-D. The workflow of
the visual perception and modelling is shown in Figure 2.

IV. PERCEPTION AND PLANNING
A. FRUIT RECOGNITION
1) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
A one-stage detection network Dasnet is applied to process
the colour images from the RGB-D camera. The Dasnet
follows one-stage detection network architecture to perform
fruit detection and instance segmentation. It applies a 50 lay-
ers residual network [49] (resnet-50) as the backbone, which
generates the feature maps with 1/8, 1/16 and 1/32 size of
the original images (as shown in Figure 3). A three levels
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) is applied to fuse the multi-
levels features from the C3, C4 and C5 level of the back-
bone. On each level of the FPN, an instance segmentation
branch is applied to perform confidence estimation, bounding
box regression, object classification, and mask generation.
The branch design of confidence estimation, bounding box
regression and object classification follows the design of the
YOLO-V3, while the mask generation branch follows the
design which is developed in Single Pixel Reconstruction
network (SPRNet [50]). Before the instance segmentation

branch of each FPN level, an Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling
(ASPP) [51] is used to fuse the multi-scales features within
the feature maps.

Another semantic segmentation branch is embedded on the
backbone to perform segmentation on branches. Semantic
segmentation branch receives feature maps from the C5,
C4 and C3 level from the backbone network. The feature
maps of the C5 level and C4 level are four times and two times
upsampled and concatenated with the feature maps from the
C3 level. The concatenated feature maps of the C5, C4 and
C3 are eight times upsampled to match the size of the input
image.

2) TRAINING DETAILS
The programming of the Dasnet is performed by using
slim image classification library in TensorFlow 1.11. The
programming of the resnet-50 is from the GitHub public
code [52]. There are 1277 images which are collected from
several apple orchards located at the Qingdao (Figure 9 shows
the mobile platform used in Qingdao test), China and Mel-
bourne, Australia. The 567 and 150 of these images are used
for network training and validation. The other 560 images
are used to evaluate the performance of the trained network.
Focal-loss [53] and cross-entropy loss are used in the training
of confidence estimation and mask generation tasks, respec-
tively. The training of other tasks (bounding box regression
and object classification) follows the design described in
YOLO-V3. Adam-optimiser in Tensorflow is used as the
optimiser during the training with learning rate and decay rate
as 0.01 an 0.9/epoch, respectively. The training of the network
is performed on Nvidia GTX-1080Ti for 150 epochs.

B. FRUIT POSE COMPUTATION
We apply a rather simple but efficient algorithm in this section
to compute 6-DoF of each detected fruit. The 6-DoF pose
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FIGURE 4. (a) RGB image, (b) point clouds, (c) bounding box of fruits
before denosing (d) bounding box of fruits after denosing.

estimation includes two-steps: central estimation and orien-
tation computation. The first step applies a 3D Sphere Hough
Transform (3D-SHT) to estimate the centre of the fruit. Then,
the 6-DoF pose of the given fruit is computed based on the
spatial distribution of the point cloud.

1) POINTS DENOISING
In the outdoor environments, the accuracy of RGB-D camera
can be affected by many factors, such as lighting, colour and
distance. Additional, the depth sensing of fruits can be easily
affected by the adjacent objects, such as branch or leaves (as
shown in Figure 4).We implement a distance based denoising
method on points processing before pose computation. That
is, the points of fruit are divided into inlier and outlier based
on the Euclidean distance to the point cloud centre. Then,
the fruits without the sufficient number of points or have
severely in-balance length on X, Y, Z axis is deleted from the
detection list. Rather than using all points in the computation
which is time-consuming, a spatial down-sampling on point
clouds is applied to speed up the running rate.

2) CENTRE ESTIMATION
We assume that apples are in the shape of sphere, which can
be expressed as:

(x − cx)2 + (y− cy)2 + (z− cz)2 = r2 (1)

cx , cy, cz, and r are the centre position and radius length of
the sphere, respectively. The 3D-SHT follows the principle
of the circle hough transform, applying vote framework to
estimate the geometric properties of the sphere from point
clouds. In the first step, we descretise the searching space of
the centre position into separate grid based on given resolu-
tion, which are denoted as cpx , c

q
y , and cnz , respectively. Then,

we calculate the radius length rest for each point within the
point cloud of a fruit in terms of every pair of cpx , c

q
y , and cnz

within the searching range. If rest is in the range of r , one
vote is added to the grid cpx , c

q
y , cnz , and rest . Finally, the grid

FIGURE 5. Workflow of the fruit pose estimation. The 6-DoF pose of each
fruit is computed based on spatial distribution of points. Then ZYX-Eular
angle is applied to represent he orientation of the fruit.

with the highest number of votes is chosen as the central and
radius of the fruit.

3) ORIENTATION COMPUTATION
Based on the spatial distribution of points to the estimated
centre of each fruit, the 3-dof orientation is estimated accord-
ingly. Based on computed geometric properties and the spa-
tial distribution of point clouds of each fruit, an orienta-
tion estimation algorithm is used in this section to com-
pute the Euler-angle for the robotic arm to access the fruits.
We assume that the point clouds P (number of points is n)
identified belonging to a fruit is the unblocked and visible
partition of a fruit from the current view-angle of the RGB-D
camera. Firstly, the point clouds P in Euclidean coordinate
can be remapped in the Spherical coordinate through the
following equations.

x = R cos θ sinϕ,
y = R sin θ sinϕ,
z = R cosϕ.

(2)

The θ and ϕ in Eq. (2) within the range of [-π ,π ] and
[− 1

2π ,
1
2π], respectively. R is the radius of the sphere. We cal-

culate the angle of point pi which belongs to the point clouds
(as shown in Figure 5), to remap these points on the estimated
spherical surface. For a given point pi = [xi, yi, zi]T with an
estimated centre of the sphere c = [xc, yc, zc]T , we have:

pic = pi − c = [x ic, y
i
c, z

i
c]
T (3)

Then, the angle θi can be calculated through the function
shown as follow:

θi = Atan2(
yic
Rixy

,
x ic
Rixy

), (4)

Rixy = ||p
i
c|| · sinϕi =

√
(x ic)2 + (yic)2 (5)
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FIGURE 6. Octrees is used in the environment modelling (green boxes),
fruits and its pose are represented as the red spheres and blue arrows
respectively.

Similarly, the angle ϕi can be calculated through the function:

ϕi = Atan2(
zic
Rixy

,
Rixy
Ri

) (6)

Then, based on the computed angle of θ and ϕ, the point
clouds P can be remapped to the point clouds Q which is
2D spherical surface embedded in the 3D Euclidean space,
by using Eq. (2). The above step aims to minimise the esti-
mation errors due to the depth sensing. We assume that the
point clouds Q is in the 3D-Euclidean space as our experi-
ment results suggest such setup performs well on orientation
computation. Therefore, the centroid of the point clouds Q is
computed through the following function.

CQ =
1

n+ 1

n∑
i=0

qi, qi ∈ Q (7)

Then, the centroid CQ is used to compute the angle of θ and
ϕ. We applied ZYX-Eular angle to represent the fruits orien-
tation (as shown in Figure 5). θ and ϕ are the rotation angle
along the Z-axis and Y-axis, respectively. The transformation
matrix of the approaching pose of a fruit in the camera frame
can be formulated as:

TCF =


cos θ cosϕ − sin θ cos θ sinϕ x
sin θ cosϕ cos θ sin θ sinϕ y
− sinϕ 0 cosϕ z

0 0 0 1

 (8)

where F and C are the fruit frame and camera frame, respec-
tively. x, y, z are the fruit centre position in the camera frame.
During the operation, we limit the range of the θ and ϕ from
[− 1

3π ,
1
3π] to secure the robotic arm.

C. ENVIRONMENTS MODELLING
From the previous steps, the semantic segmentation masks of
fruits and branches are obtained. Combining the information
of the depth map from the RGB-D camera, the point clouds

FIGURE 7. Transformations between different links of UR5 are illustrated
in this figure.

are assigned for each class of objects correspondingly. How-
ever, applying point clouds to represent the 3D environments
is not an efficient way, since it contains much noisy and
detail information which cannot be used in the planning of
robotic action [39]. Therefore, octrees-based representation
of occupied space in working environments is applied in this
section.

Octrees recursively divide a three-dimensional voxel into
eight small sub-volumes until the minimum size of the vol-
ume is reached. In operation, the resolution of the environ-
ment model can be adjusted by given different minimum
volume size. Another issue of environment modelling is the
error in the range measurement. A typical solution to this
problem is applying the probabilistic representation of the
occupied space [45], which aims to reduce the measurement
error due to the movement of the robot. However, apple
harvesting robot only requires one frame in the working
environment modelling, which aims to reduce the cycle time
of apple harvesting. Therefore, a threshold-controlled binary
representation of the voxels is used in the modelling. That
is, the voxels with the number of points which is higher than
the threshold will be accepted as inlier, while the voxels with
the number of points which is lower than the threshold will
be rejected as the outlier. During the experiment, we set the
minimum size of a voxel as 5 cm and the threshold for voxels
filtering as 50. We remove the obstacles which are 10 cm
around the fruits, to ensure the success rate on path planning.
Harvesting experiments (see Section V-C) show that such
setup will not influence the performance of the robot.

D. TRANSFORMATION AND MOTION PLANNING
The transformations between different links of the
UR5 robotic arm have been included in the Universal Robots
ROS package by using ROS-TF library. The transformation
from the frame of the last link (end-effector (ee), which are
coincide with gripper frame in Figure 7 and donated as E)
to the frame of the first link (base, donated as B) of the
UR5 is donated as T BE . The transformation from the frame
of gripper (G) to the E is denoted as T EG . We further applies
transformation to link the camera frame C to the gripper
frame, which is denoted as TGC . In the step of fruit detection,
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FIGURE 8. Instance segmentation of fruits by using Dasnet. Fruits are drawn in the distinguished colours.

the pose of detected fruits in camera frame (TCF ) are mapped
into the base frame by Eq. (9), as follow.

T BF = T BE T
E
G T

G
C T

C
F (9)

We calculate the observation pose by adding an offset in the
gripper frame based on the design configurations, to ensure
that the camera aims the centre of fruit at the observation
pose. The obstacle modelling results are transformed from
camera frame to the base frame by using Eq. (9), with the fruit
pose replaced with centre of occupied voxels. Axis Aligned
Bounding Boxes is used to represent the obstacles within the
working environments. Obstacles models are added into the
working scene and ROS MoveIt! library [47] with TACKIK
inverse kinematic solver [48] is used to compute the path of
robotic arm to the given pose. For more complicated cases of
motion planning, recent advances in path planning for high
DoF robotic arm in complex environments [54], [55] can be
further explored. Robotic arm is designed to move to home
position to release the fruit after each detachment (as shown
in Figure 14) until all the fruits are detached.

V. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. EVALUATION ON FRUIT RECOGNITION
1) EVALUATION METRIC
The evaluation of fruit recognition includes three tasks: fruit
detection, segmentation and branches segmentation. In the
evaluation of the fruit detection, Intersection of Union (IoU)
and F1-score are applied. In the detection, IoU measures
the ratio of the intersection and union between the bound-
ing box of ground-truth and prediction, which is donated

FIGURE 9. Orchard setup and mobile apple harvesting platform.

as IoUBB. F1-score measures the detection performance by
using the Recall and Precision. Recall measures the fraction
of true-positive objects that are successfully detected, while
Precisionmeasures the fraction of true-positive objects in the
predictions. There are four case in the detection, which are
True-Positive(TP), False-Positive(FP), True-Negative(TN),
and False-Negative(FN). The objects with IoUBB and con-
fidence higher than 0.5 will be identified as the true-
positive predictions. The Precision, Recall, and F1-score are
as follow:

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
(10)

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
(11)

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(12)

The F1-score of detection is computed by averaging the
F1-score of each image in the test set. In the assessment of the
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FIGURE 10. Fruits detection and branch segmentation by using the Dasnet. Branches are drawn in the colour of blue.

fruit segmentation and branch segmentation. In this case, IoU
measures the ratio of the intersection and union between the
ground-truth area and prediction area of the objects. The IoU
for evaluation of fruit segmentation and branch segmentation
quality are donated as IoUfruit and IoUbranch, respectively.

2) DATA VARIETIES
Although our focus is to develop an autonomous apple har-
vesting system for Fuji apple, generalisability is still an
important index in our consideration. To validate the gener-
alisation of the Dasnet on multiple apple varieties, several
types of apple such as Fuji (from the orchard located at
Qingdao, as shown in Figure 9), pink-lady (from orchards
located at Melbourne), and gala (from orchards located at
Melbourne) with different colours (green, green-yellow, red-
yellow, or pink-red) under different illumination conditions
are collected from the different orchards.

3) EXPERIMENTAL ON FRUIT DETECTION
In this experiment, the performance of Dasnet in fruit detec-
tion and segmentation was evaluated and compared with the
YOLO-V3 and Mask-RCNN. YOLO-V3 applies darknet-
53 as backbone. A three-levels FPN design is adopted in the
YOLO-V3 to improve detection performance on objects in
different scales. The implemented code of YOLO-V3 [56] is
fromGithub shared code.Mask-RCNN is state of the art work
in the two-stage detection network. The implemented code
of Mask-RCNN [16] applies the multi-level FPN design and
resnet-50 is used as the backbone in the model. In the experi-
ment, Dasnet, YOLO-V3, and Mask-RCNN are trained with

TABLE 1. Comparison of accuracy of fruit detection and segmentation
among different networks.

collected training images. In the assessment, we compared
the detection performance among Dasnet, YOLO-V3, and
Mask-RCNN and fruit segmentation performance between
Dasnet andMask-RCNN. The experimental results are shown
in Table 1. As shown in experimental results, Dasnet,
YOLO-V3, and Mask-RCNN achieved similar F1-score on
fruit detection, which were 0.871, 0.864, and 0.87, respec-
tively. Comparably, Dasnet achieved higher recall and pre-
cision (0.868 and 0.88) on fruit detection compared to the
YOLO-V3 network (0.858 and 0.87). Compared to theMask-
RCNN, Dasnet achieved a similar score on Precision and
Recall. Mask-RCNN achieved a slightly higher accuracy on
bounding box localisation (0.866). The IoUbox of the Dasnet
and YOLO-V3 were 0.861 and 0.847, respectively. In terms
of the fruit segmentation, Mask-RCNN performed better than
the Dasnet. The IoUfruit achieved by the Mask-RCNN and
Dasnet were 0.883 and 0.862, respectively. Table 2 shows
the average computational time of the Dasnet, YOLO-V3,
and Mask-RCNN on the Nvidia Jetson-TX2. Compared to
the Mask-RCNN, Dasnet and YOLO-V3 were more com-
putation efficient. The average computational time of the
Mask-RCNN was 0.235 s, 0.477 s, and 1.2 s, respectively.
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TABLE 2. Average computational time of different networks on Nvidia
Jetson-TX2. the tested image size is 640 × 480 (pixels).

TABLE 3. Comparison of performance on semantic segmentation of
branches among different models.

Examples of fruit detection and segmentation by usingDasnet
on collected orchard images are shown in Figure 8.

4) EXPERIMENTAL ON BRANCH SEGMENTATION
Branch segmentation is another important task of Dasnet.
This experiment compares the accuracy of branch segmen-
tation with FCN-8s network. The implemented code of
FCN-8s [57] with resnet-101 is fromGithub shared code. The
segmentation results are shown in Table 3. Dasnet applies
ASPP to enhance feature extraction on feature maps from
the C5 level, which increases the accuracy of the branch
segmentation. The IoUbranch achieved by FCN-8s and Dasnet
were 0.757 and 0.794, respectively. However, when the cam-
era working in a close distance (for example, < 0.5 m) from
the trees, many small branches are presented and affect the
accuracy of the branch segmentation. Therefore, the branch
segmentation is applied when the working distance between
0.8 m-1.5 m (experimental results suggest branch segmenta-
tion can work robustly at this distance). Examples of branch
segmentation are shown in Figure 10

B. EVALUATION ON MODELLING ALGORITHM
1) EVALUATION METHODS
This experiment evaluates the accuracy of the fruits pose
computation by measuring the accuracy within the working
space of the harvesting robot. The ground-truth of the fruit
centre and orientation are measuredmanually. In the accuracy
assessment of modelling algorithm, the True and False is
determined by comparing the computed value and ground-
truth. In the evaluation of the centre estimation accuracy,
we set the threshold as 5cm, since the den-effector is capable
of detaching the fruits when centre error is less than 5 cm.
That is, when the Euclidean distance between the estimated
centre and ground-truth is smaller than 5 cm, we consider
this estimation is True. The threshold to determine the accu-
racy of pose computation is 10◦ (Euclidean distance). The
experiments are taken in two scenarios. One is in the con-
trolled laboratory environment, and another is on the RGB-D
images collected from orchards. In the laboratory experiment,
the computation of each object is repeated ten times. If the
ratio of the True in total number is larger than 0.8, this sample
is considered as a true computed case. Additional, Standard

TABLE 4. Experimental results on fruit centre estimation.

TABLE 5. Experimental results on pose estimation of fruit modelling.

Deviation (SD) is used to measure the fluctuating of the
computed centre and pose.

2) EXPERIMENT IN LABORATORY SCENARIO
The operating range of the vision system is from 0.3m to 0.7m
along the X-axis of the robot coordinate (the minimum sens-
ing distance of the Intel RealSense D-435 is 0.2-0.3 m). We
extend the maximum range of visual system up to 1.2m in the
experiment. The operating distance is divided into four sub-
sections, which are 0.3-0.5 m, 0.5-0.7 m, and above 0.7 m.
In the most conditions of the robotic harvesting, the distance
between the RGB-D camera to the objects is in the section
0.3-0.7 m. Table 4 shows the results on centre estimation and
Table 5 shows the results on fruit pose computation.
As shown in Tables 4 and 5, fruit modelling algorithm

performed accuratelywithin the range of 0.3m to 0.7m. From
the experimental results, the accuracy of the fruit modelling
algorithm dropped off with the increase of the distance from
the RGB-D camera to the fruits. The accuracy of the centre
estimation in 0.3m to 0.5m and 0.5m to 0.7mwere 0.955 and
0.907, respectively. The accuracy of the pose computation
in 0.3 m to 0.5 m and 0.5 m to 0.7 m were 0.923 and 0.885,
respectively. Decreased accuracy was due to the decreasing
numbers of the point in the point clouds of fruit. Insufficient
number of points may cause larger fluctuating on the com-
putation, which is shown in the SD of centre estimation and
pose computation (as shown in Tables 4 and 5). To ensure
the success of fruit detachment, fruit verification step will
measure the fruit centre and pose in a close distance (0.4 m).

Another important issue of fruit modelling is to compute
the centre accurately and pose for adjacent or overlapped
fruits. As shown in Figure 8, Dasnet can accurately detect
and segment the fruit under the adjacent and overlapping
conditions. We evaluated the performance of fruit modelling
algorithm on the adjacent and overlapped fruits. The mod-
elling results are shown in Figure 11. From the results, it can
be seen that fruit modelling can generate a good fit and good
estimation of the object pose in the adjacent or overlapped
condition.

3) EXPERIMENT IN ORCHARD SCENARIO
We also conducted experiment on collected RGB-D images.
The applied 125 RGB-D images were collected from the Fuji
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FIGURE 11. Fruit and environment modelling in the laboratory environment. (d-1) and (d-2) show the details
of the partial blocked fruit modelling.

FIGURE 12. Fruit and environment modelling on orchard RGB-D images.
Fruits and grasp poses are represented as red sphere and blue arrows.
Green and gray boxes stand the occupied space of leaves and branches.

apple orchard located at Qingdao, China. During the data
collection, the distance from the camera to the fruits was
between 0.3-1.0 meters. Fruit modelling is more challenging
than performing in the controlled environments. The experi-
mental results of fruit modelling on orchard data are shown
in Figure 12 and Table 6.

Compared to the fruit modelling in the laboratory envi-
ronment, the accuracy of the fruit modelling algorithm in
the orchard environment was decreased. The major reason
for the lower accuracy of fruit modelling in orchard envi-
ronment was due to the lower quality of the point clouds.

TABLE 6. Experimental results of fruit modelling on orchard images.

FIGURE 13. Harvesting experiment setup in controlled environment.

Experimental results showed that data collected from orchard
contained more noise than the data collected from the lab.
However, in the section of 0.3-0.5 m, the accuracy of the fruit
modelling on centre estimation and pose computation were
0.923 and 0.875, respectively. Since the robot will perform
the verification step before each detachment, high accuracy
of fruit modelling in the section of 0.3-0.5 m can secure the
performance of the success rate of the harvesting.

C. EXPERIMENT ON AUTONOMOUS HARVESTING
This section examines the effectiveness of visual percep-
tion and modelling by attempting picking apples in the
controlled experiment. The experimental setup is illustrated
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FIGURE 14. Illustration of workflow of the robotic harvesting.

in Figure 13. We simulated the real harvesting environments
by locating five to eight apples on the plant in the laboratory
environment. The harvesting robot followed the designed
harvesting method to generate the 3D model and implement
the grasping. Another naive harvesting method was imple-
mented, which harvest apple by translating the robotic arm
towards the centroid of the fruits without considering the
pose. In total 50 trails with 265 apples were attempted to
be harvested with each method. Out of the total apples,
132/265 of apples were adjacent, overlapped, or partially
blocked by branches or leaves (type-B), other apples are
separated (type-A).

As shown in Table 7, fruit recognition performed well
on both types. Fruit modelling achieved high accuracy on
type A but a little lower accuracy on type-B. The common
issue in type-B fail was centre estimation fail. When fruit
is partially blocked by branches or other fruits, the number
of points for centre estimation was insufficient. In terms of

TABLE 7. Harvesting result.

the harvesting performance, our harvesting robot performed
well in the harvesting of both type-A and type-B while the
success rate of the naive method on type B harvesting was
decreased significantly. The common failure of the naive
method in the type-B harvesting was the occlusion of fruit
by branches. Our method can guide the robotic arm to grasp
the fruits in a proper pose, which increases the success rate
of harvesting on type B apple from 0.62 (naive method) to
0.81 (our method). Another common failure of both methods
was that the robot could not recognise the apples when fruits
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are severely blocked by the leaves and branches. This issue
can be improved by designing the optimal path for the robot
to observing the plants before harvesting. Experiments also
suggested that grasp failure is another common reason to fail
to harvest. It was showed that fruits might be slipped from
the end-effector when fruits are partially covered by leaves.
We believe that this issue can be overcome by investigating
more appropriate end-effector designs. The average picking
time of our method and the naive method was 7 seconds
and 12 seconds, respectively. Our method requires more time
to process the visual modelling, which cost approximately
3 seconds for modelling of each frame. Meanwhile, since
more complex motion is introduced by targeting apples with
different poses, more time is consumed in the motion plan-
ning and robotic motion.

VI. CONCLUSION
This work developed a fruit recognition and modelling
algorithm and an environment modelling algorithm for
autonomous apple harvesting robot. A deep neural network
Dasnet was applied to perform fruit recognition. Fruit mod-
elling was based on 3D-SHT and spatial distribution of the
point clouds of the apples. Environment modelling algorithm
adopted Octrees to represent the obstacle within the working
environments. The developed vision method was tested in
both laboratory and orchard environments. The tested results
showed that Dasnet could accurately detect and segment the
fruits in the orchards, the F1-score and IoU which stands for
accuracy of fruit detection and segmentation were 0.871 and
0.862, respectively. Fruit modelling also illustrated accurate
performance in both environments. Moreover, we conducted
a robot harvesting experiment in a controlled environment.
Experimental results showed the successful performance in
recognition and harvesting apples in various situations.

In future works, the fruit modelling algorithm can be future
improved and adapted to be applied in more complex con-
ditions. Another aspect of further work is to include more
functions into fruit recognition, such as ripeness and damage
detection.
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